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Preface

Throughout the 1970s, artists banded together to create their own organizations
aimed at the promotion and display of non-traditional art forms. Printed Matter,
established in 1976 to facilitate the production and distribution of art in book form, was
one of these alternative spaces, as they have come to be known. Others, including Artists’
Space, 112 Greene Street and the Kitchen Center for Video and Music in New York City,
as well as numerous additional facilities around the country, widened the number of
possible venues for the display and exhibition of outsider, alternative work. Each of these
spaces defined themselves in opposition to formal art museums—they were informal,
inclusive, and run by the artists themselves. Commenting on the rise of such
organizations, writer Kay Larson explained that “[Alternative Spaces] exist because art
itself has changed…it has expanded…to incorporate the aspects, decisions, thoughts and
actions of the nonart world.” She further asserts that “the spread of alternative spaces
may well provide the stamp of identity for the 1970s.”1
Scholarly recognition of the contribution these organizations have made to the
cultural and artistic climate of 1970s New York and to the history of American art has
begun to emerge over the last decade. In 2002, artist Julie Ault compiled a review of the
alternative arts movement entitled Alternative Art, New York, 1965-1985: A Cultural
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Politics Book for the Social Text Collective. This book contains descriptions of
alternative arts organizations and includes essays by individuals who contributed to this
movement. Four years later, in 2006, The Downtown Book: The New York Art Scene
1974-1984 appeared in conjunction with the first major exhibition to feature art, literature
and music from this period, held at the Grey Art Gallery at New York University. Edited
by Lynn Grumpert and Marvin J. Taylor, both of NYU, The Downtown Book includes
formal essays and informal accounts by artists, writers and musicians. Grumpert and
Taylor state that although downtown New York had been a haven for artists since the
1850s, the ten years from 1974 to 1984 were marked by a significant explosion in art
forms resulting from a “new attitude toward the possibilities and production of art,”
which, they claim, has “shaped creative culture in the United States over the past twentyfive years.”1
Printed Matter, Inc., because of its exclusive dedication to art in book form, is
also a significant institution in the history of the artists’ book genre. Seeking to raise the
level of scholarly discourse in that field, as early as 1995, art and media scholar Johanna
Drucker called for an investigation into organizations that were established to produce,
distribute and exhibit artists’ books in the 1970s.2 To date, however, her own short essay
recounting the history of the Visual Studies Workshop Press, which prefaces an
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Lynn Grumpert and Marvin J. Taylor, eds. The Downtown Book: New York Art 1974-1984 (Princeton, NJ:
Princeton University Press, 2006): 20.
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In footnote 23 on page 90 of Drucker’s, The Century of Artists’ Books (New York: Granary Press, 1995),
she writes, “The details of [these institutions’] histories are often contained solely within the anecdotal
experience of members of the institution and the paper evidence they have produced. This is [an]area in
which a thorough study is sorely n eeded.”
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annotated bibliography of that institution and which was published in 2009, is the only
text which offers such an account.
Over the years, basic information about Printed Matter has appeared in various art
journals, including Women Artists’ News, Artery and the Los Angeles Institute of
Contemporary Arts Journal. In most cases, however, these reviews were written by board
members of Printed Matter from a contemporary standpoint, not a historical perspective,
in order to increase awareness of the services provided. Today, Printed Matter Inc.
provides copious information about artists’ books and about its history on its website. A
more detailed description of how Printed Matter was organized, what its objectives were
when established, and what challenges the founders faced, however has not been
attempted. This thesis, therefore, represents the first attempt to compile such a history of
Printed Matter, Inc., an organization which has played a significant role in both the
histories of the alternative arts movement and in the field of artists’ books.
Information presented here was compiled from documents donated to the
Archives of American Art by Printed Matter in 2001, including ledgers, correspondence,
client files, grant applications, client files and contracts. Additional information was
obtained through interviews with former staff and board members Lucy R. Lippard, Clive
Phillpot, Nancy Linn, Nan Becker, Walter Robinson, Nancy Princenthal, Robin White
and Mimi Wheeler. Numerous secondary sources were also consulted.
The history of Printed Matter in its first decade of existence, from 1976 to 1986,
provides a more in-depth understanding of the various influences and ideas that have
shaped the artists’ book genre. It also contributes vital information to our understanding
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of this cultural moment, acknowledging the contributors to Printed Matter, how they were
challenged, and how they adapted over these years to changes in the art world and the
marketplace. As Grumpert and Taylor state, “twenty or thirty years later, we can begin to
unravel the knot of multiple narratives that became intertwined during the tumultuous
Downtown New York art scene…”3
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Abstract

DISTRIBUTION IS THE PROBLEM: PRINTED MATTER, INC., 1976-1986
Inga Claire Dixon
B.A., Brigham Young University, 2001
A thesis submitted in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of Master of
Arts at Virginia Commonwealth University
Virginia Commonwealth University
2010
Director: Dr. Margaret Lindauer
Associate Professor and Museum Studies Coordinator
Department of Art History

This thesis provides an account of the events of the first ten years of Printed
Matter, Inc., a distribution center for artists’ books established in New York City in 1976.
Included are descriptions of the individuals who formed Printed Matter’s first board, their
objectives, books published by Printed Matter, and the windows installation program.
This thesis also describes challenges the board members faced, including lack of
organization, difficulty cultivating a broad public audience, and inadequate income. In
addition, it recounts the gradual streamlining of business practices, and the realignment of
goals and expectations for the genre as board members accepted the fact of a limited
audience for artists’ books. The conclusion offers a brief summary and a look at Printed
Matter, Inc.’s current operations.

Introduction

In late fall of 1975, the artist Sol LeWitt met with critic and curator Lucy R.
Lippard in her Wooster Street apartment. While seated at a table he had made for her,
LeWitt suggested that they form an organization to promote and publish artists’ books. At
the time, he had produced seventeen books of his own. For LeWitt, books were an ideal
form of art, a no less significant medium for communicating ideas than his structures or
wall drawings. In 1976, he stated that “unlike most other media, [books] are available to
all at a low cost. They do not need a special place to be seen. They are not valuable
except for the ideas they contain.” He added, “It is the desire of artists that their ideas be
understood by as many people as possible. Books make it easier to accomplish this.”1
LeWitt’s use of the book form was not unique. Interest in the genre had been increasing
for more than a decade. Germano Celant’s Books as Artwork: 1960-1972, traces the
history of artists’ books through that of pop, minimalist and conceptual art movements.2
With each of these movements, artists violated commonly held beliefs about art,
including the strict separation between fine art and popular culture, the revered stations of
both painting and sculpture, the concept of originality, the importance of
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qualitative judgment, and even the necessity of realizing an idea in physical form.
Lucy Lippard famously chronicled the reduction of the material component of art from
the years 1966 to 1971 in her 1973 publication, Six Years: The Dematerialization of the
Art Object. Chief among the contributors to this progression was the Fluxus group,
headed by George Maciunas, Henry Flynt, and Dick Higgins in New York and Ken
Friedman in California. Among other things, Fluxus artists pioneered the “happening,” a
premeditated, though unscripted event, which occurred in real time and which left no
trace other than documentation in the form of photographs or descriptions. Leaflets
produced by Fluxus artists have become early examples of both conceptual art and art in
language form. “Language,” Celant writes, was recognized as the “maximum
abstraction.”1 The book proved a natural instrument for artists who incorporated language
into their work while minimizing its material or physical component. Artist Lawrence
Weiner’s Statements (1968), for example, consists solely of descriptions of art projects.
In addition, throughout the 1960s, small, decentralized presses were being
established across the country. This trend was facilitated by the relatively new technology
available to reproduce images quickly through xerography, mimeography, and offset
printing. Several artists took advantage of this burgeoning technology in order to massproduce their art in book form. Ed Ruscha, for example, began publishing his series of
minimalist books under his own imprint in 1963 with the now infamous Twenty-six
Gasoline Stations, literally a series of photographs of filling stations located in California,
Arizona, Texas and Oklahoma. The book, originally produced in an edition of 400, was
1

Celant, 93.
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intended to be inexpensive and widely distributed, two characteristics which marked the
antithesis of high art. Other artists followed suit, embracing the concept of massproduced art in the form of both prints and books.
Interest in the book form by artists also coincided with the rise of photography as
a viable artistic medium. Conceptual and performance artists in particular used books to
document previously carried out art acts or experiences using language, photographs, or
charts and graphs. British artist Richard Long, for example, compiled photographs and
maps of his forays through various landscapes in books such as Inca Rock Campfire Ash
(1974) and A Straight Hundred Mile Walk in Australia (1977). In addition, several
feminist artists turned to the book for its narrative capabilities. In 1976, critic John
Howell remarked upon an autobiographical trend in women artists’ books, citing titles
such as Talking to Myself: The On-Going Autobiography of an Art Object, by Adrian
Piper (1974) and The Way My Mind Works by Athena Tacha (1973).2
Producing art in book form also fulfilled artists’ desires for their work to circulate
beyond the established art community. Before the 1960s, Lippard asserted, the art world
“was a safe a superior little island…having no apparent connection with the low life
outside that formed it.”3 Unlike traditional art objects such as painting or sculpture, which
could only be collected by one person, books could be mass-produced and distributed to
broad audiences. In addition, whereas traditional art forms could only reside in one place
at a time, such as a museum, the same book could be owned by many people at once and
2
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read at leisure. Because books were more accessible, they were considered a more
democratic art form. Celant attributes interest in the book to a “decline in linguistic and
communication hierarchies.” The book, he asserts, “does not appear esoteric or unreal,
but fits into daily communications systems without any aesthetic or artistic pretension.”4
Beginning in 1968, art began to appear in a variety of printed materials, not as
reproductions of work but as the work itself. Dealer Seth Siegelaub facilitated this trend
when he produced artists’ publications as exhibitions, the most renowned of which was a
compilation of art in book form named for the artists who contributed to it—Andre,
Barry, Huebler, Kosuth, LeWitt, Morris, Weiner—better known as the Xeroxbook.
Lippard wrote that “By 1968, when Seth Siegelaub began to publish Artists’ Books in
lieu of exhibitions…and LeWitt, Hanne Darboven and the N.E. Thing Co. had published
their first independent books—the secret was out.”5
The first major exhibition of artists’ books in the United States, which took place
at the Moore College of Art in Philadelphia in 1973, contained 144 books by artists such
as Jim Dine, Carl Andre, Claes Oldenberg, John Cage, Bruce Nauman and Allan Kaprow.
In the introduction to the catalogue, critic John Perreault acknowledged the relationship
of book design and illustration to the history of the books on display, but asserted that
these were “not really what this exhibition is mainly about.”6 Reviewers of the exhibition
picked up on this distinction. Writing for Art in America, Diane Kelder stated, “The
4
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Artists Books exhibition revealed that most contemporary American artists and an
impressive number of Europeans have rejected the eye appeal of the livre de luxe…”7 A
reviewer for Print Collector’s Newsletter characterized these books as “pointed denials of
uniqueness” and “high value as criteria for art objects.” In addition, she wrote, most
books were produced using technological means rather than by hand, they were
“infinitely repeatable…relatively inexpensive,” and that focus was on “content rather
than formalist concerns.”8
LeWitt’s interest in promoting artists’ books stemmed from his frustration at the
lack of respect such work received at the hands of gallery owners, who gave them away
to clients of more substantive art. Furthermore, growing numbers of books had led to a
backlog among artists who had also resorted to either trading them or giving them away.
By 1976, it had become clear that in order for artists’ books to reach their intended
audience, they would need their own support system.
Lippard readily agreed to LeWitt’s suggestion. The organization that grew out of
this conversation came to be known as Printed Matter, Inc. Lippard later remarked that
this was a time when she could hardly “sit down at a table with people without starting an
organization.”9 In addition to simultaneously forming the Heresies collective, a feminist
coalition that published a journal of the same name, she had also worked with groups
such as the Art Worker’s Coalition (AWC), Women Artists in Revolution, the Women’s
7
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Artist Committee, and Artists Meeting for Cultural Change, all groups which, to varying
degrees, supported the rights of artists and sought to persuade art institutions to take a
stand on issues such as racism, sexism and war.
The most influential of these, the AWC, consisted of a loosely organized coalition
of artists and art workers. It did not have an official membership or leadership structure.
Lippard wrote that “the number of participants varies as radically as does their radicality,
according to the degree of excitement, rage or guilt generated by any given issue.”10 As a
participant in the AWC, Lippard lobbied for greater control for artists over the display of
their work, and for broadening the collections of museums to include more art by women
and minorities.
In addition, Lippard called for artists to think critically about how their work
functioned in society, urging them to take control of the production and dissemination of
their art to the public. Art in book form provided a way to accomplish this. Books, which
did not need a gallery or museum to be displayed, potentially allowed artists to maintain
greater control over the how their work was distributed. Moreover, without the middling
influence of gallery or museum curators, artists’ books offered an ideal medium for
spreading controversial messages. Furthermore, because they were inexpensive and could
be infinitely reproduced, books subverted the desire of art collectors to own a unique,
expensive object.
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Lucy R. Lippard, “The Art Workers’ Coalition: Not a History,” in Get the Message? A Decade of Art for
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Lippard viewed her promotion of artists’ books as an extension of her activism.
When asked what appealed to her most about artists’ books, she responded, “One of the
reasons artists’ books are important to me is their value as a means of spreading
information—content, not just esthetics…I have this vision of feminist artists’ books in
school libraries (or being passed around under the desks), in hairdressers, in
gynecologists’ waiting rooms, in Girl Scout Cookies…”11
LeWitt and Lippard wasted no time moving in moving forward with their plans.
By the following year, the basic structure of Printed Matter, Inc., as it was originally
conceived had been established. Within these first ten years, Printed Matter had
encountered the major issues that provided the organization with its basic shape. It
became immediately clear that the establishment of a distribution outlet for artists’ books
was long overdue, as both inventory and orders poured in. Sales increased continuously
as new markets were cultivated and books made available to an expanding network of
dealers. At the conclusion of the decade, however, the staff and board members of
Printed Matter became resigned to the fact that artists’ books might never achieve the
level of popularity they had hoped for, and that, despite having established a steady
clientele, the store remained unable to support itself financially.
Ultimately Printed Matter, and artists’ books, did not fundamentally change the
way art is produced, distributed and perceived. That it still exists and continues to expand
its services is a testament to the commitment among people who believed that art can be
accessible, however. More importantly, the continued existence of Printed Matter has
11
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kept open the possibility of an alternate way of thinking about art and society. In
recounting the events of the first decade of Printed Matter, this thesis describes the events
and the individuals who helped make this alternative possible.
The chapters that follow provide a chronological description of events, divided
roughly according to the directorships of Irena von Zahn (1976-1977), Ingrid Sischy
(1977-1979), Nancy Linn, Nan Becker, and Tony Whitfield (1980-1983) and Alice
Weiner and Susan Wheeler (1984-1986). Chapter One describes the establishment of
Printed Matter, Inc., including the people who comprised the original board, the policies
they instituted, and the books that were published in the organization’s first years.
Chapter Two follows Printed Matter’s move to Lispenard Street, its creation of a
windows installation program, and details several of the challenges that the group
encountered, concluding with the successful application for non-profit status. Chapter
Three details the accomplishments of director Nancy Linn and employees Nan Becker
and Mike Glier, particularly the expansion of Printed Matter’s catalog, and joint
production of a catalog with the artists’ group Collaborative Projects. This chapter also
discusses the dichotomy between two directions in the history of the artists’ book: the
unlimited edition and the one-of-a-kind book object. Finally, Chapter Four describes the
change of expectations that occurred in the mid-1980s regarding the scope of the
audience for artists’ books and several policy changes aimed at keeping Printed Matter
viable. The conclusion offers a brief synopsis of subsequent changes.
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Chapter One

Once LeWitt and Lippard agreed to start an organization that would promote,
publish and distribute artists’ books, they called in friends with experience in art and
publishing. Walter Robinson and Edit deAk were co-founders of Art-Rite, an art journal
which provided the perspective of the then younger generation’s point of view, and
which, along with friend Joshua Cohn, they published, edited, wrote, designed, and
distributed (for free) by themselves. LeWitt and Mimi Wheeler met when he did an
illustration for Harper’s Bazaar magazine where she was an editor. Robin White was
Wheeler’s assistant. Pat Steir, an artist, was also a member of the Heresies Collective.
These seven individuals—Sol LeWitt, Lucy Lippard, Walter Robinson, Edit deAk, Mimi
Wheeler, Robin White, and Pat Steir—were the original board members of Printed
Matter. Irena von Zahn, a German woman who had worked at the Rene Block gallery,
joined the group soon after it was formed and served as the first store manager and
director. The artist Carl Andre was also involved with the group briefly during its first
year.
White stated that each of the founding members of Printed Matter “were intrigued by it
for specific reasons,” explaining that “Lucy was very interested in feminist art… Mimi
and Edit and Mike Robinson and I were particularly interested in it as alternative art that
wasn’t precious. And that was in line with Sol’s ideas as well. Pat was more in the

10
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Lucy camp.”1 Remarking on LeWitt’s particular interest in the group, Lippard
stated, “Sol was very involved politically but not in a highly public way. He quietly
supported many progressive causes and was certainly not unaware of the politics of
artists’ books. Although his initial interest was probably in the way his own were
disrespected.”2
The first few months were full of meetings, discussions, and decision-making.
White stated, “Every one person was a founding member and very opinionated and smart
and invested, so there were lots of creative arguments and discussions that helped us to
define Printed Matter clearly. We hashed out everything.”3
The first order of business was to acquire inventory. Because each of the members
had contacts in the art world, it wasn’t difficult to accumulate the needed supply. Wheeler
stated, “There were known artists doing books. Dealers had them and were giving them
away. There was word of mouth. They started coming to us.”4 Previous to having settled
on the name Printed Matter, the group sent letters to artists asking if they had books
available for distribution on consignment. The letters were signed simply “Books.” They
received a positive response. Performance artist Carolee Schneeman responded to this
letter with an enthusiastic “Yes!” and added “Good luck for a birth of ‘Books.’”5

1

Robin White, phone interview with the author, April 14, 2010.
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Lucy R. Lippard, email message to the author, June 1, 2010.
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Mimi Wheeler, phone interview with the author, February 23, 2010.
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and Robin White, December 12, 1975, “Printed Matter,” Archives of American Art, Smithsonian
Institution. See Appendix 1.
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Before long, the members of “Books,” did adopt the official name, Printed Matter,
which was the term for a classification of materials that could be sent inexpensively
through the mail. Wheeler recalled that it was a unanimous decision.6
The next important task was to clearly define what Printed Matter, Inc. would set
out to accomplish. A mission statement was drawn up at a meeting on April 4, 1976. It
declared that the purpose of Printed Matter was “To publish, distribute and promote
artists’ books and works, to publish catalogues of artists’ books, to exhibit books, to
reprint artists’ books and to provide information services for artists’ publications.”7
Lippard also expressed two additional objectives: to circulate artists’ books beyond the
high art community and to provide emerging artists, particularly those outside the New
York art circuit, with a venue for distributing their work.8 Although Printed Matter was
not a political action group, its objectives were related to those of the AWC. It would, as
Lippard had written regarding the AWC, empower artists to be “the mover[s]” of their
own system of “shows, sales, conferences and contracts.”9 Unlike the AWC, Printed
Matter did initially adopt a leadership structure, with an appointed president and
secretary, however, in practice, each member contributed equally to decision-making.
Publisher Amy Baker-Sandback, who became involved with Printed Matter soon after it

6

Wheeler, interview.
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“The Minutes for April 4, 1976,” “Printed Matter,” AAA, SI.
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Lippard, “Going Over the Books,” Artweek 7 no. 37 (October 30, 1976): 12.
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Lippard, “The Art Workers’ Coalition: Not a History,” 18.
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was established, later recalled that Printed Matter operated on the “example of
anarchy.”10
Throughout the spring of 1976, manuscripts were also solicited for possible
publication. At a June 14 meeting, board members selected nine of the submissions. By
the end of the year, three of these nine original selections were complete: Tony Shafrazi’s
Moogambo, described in a special issue of Art-rite as “lush serious camp…a 35 cent
Latin photo-novella [turned] inside out,” Eve Sonneman’s Real Time, a series of paired
photographs with “an indeterminate relationship as to time,” and Michelle Stuart’s The
Fall, a combination of photographs and a handwritten narrative describing the history and
geology of Southern California waterfalls.11 The following year, the final six appeared,
including Martha Rosler’s Service: A Trilogy on Colonization, a series of three postcard
novels recounting the culinary adventures of a “budding gourmet,” a fast food employee,
and an illegal immigrant cook, Joseph Gabe, Mary Jean Kenton and Ann Chapman
Scales’s The Ann Scales Postcards, a biographical narrative and esthetic treatise also told
through a series of postcards, Jon Gibson’s Melody III, Book II, a graphic representation
of the structure of a musical composition, Douglas Huebler’s Secrets, a list of secrets
volunteered by a museum audience, Marv Bondarowicz’s Snap shots, close-cropped
anatomical photographs, and Ellen Lanyon’s Transformations 1973-1974, which Lippard
described as “pen and ink drawings of flower and animal fantasies.”12

10

Amy Baker-Sandback, interview with Ann Edgar, “A Conversation with Printed Matter, “Afterimage 12
no. 6 (January 1985): 9.
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Descriptions appear in the “Features and Reviews” section of Art-rite 14 (Winter 1976-77).
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Lippard, “Going Over the Books,” 11.
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The variety of books chosen prompted a discussion of what, exactly, the group
considered to be an artists’ book. Lippard wrote, “It is partly a matter of context, of
seeing these works in relation to the other visual arts. I also think of an Artists’ Book as
being all of a piece…but there are always exceptions and these are harder still to
explain…”13 She later added, “My own definition of an artists’ book was quite strict:
mass produced, relatively cheap, accessible to the broad public, all art and no
commentary or preface or anything that wasn’t part of the artwork by anyone—artist or
critic…”14 Two fundamental criteria were established: the books must be available in an
edition of 100 or more, and must be inexpensive.
Printed Matter was not the only organization interested in promoting artists’
books during the late 1970s. At the same time, performance artist Martha Wilson was in
the process of converting her first floor apartment on Franklin Street into a library,
archive and exhibition space for books and performance pieces. The purpose of Franklin
Furnace, as the space was called, was to catalogue every artist’s book produced in the
1970s. Wilson also planned to compile a bibliography which would include statements by
the artists. Printed Matter and Franklin Furnace shared the same philosophy. Wilson
accepted into her archive all books sent to her without subjecting them to critical scrutiny
or peer review. She explained, “We’re interested in cataloguing every book and we don’t

13
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Lippard, “Interview with Lucy R. Lippard on Printed Matter,” December 2006.
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care if we like it or not. We’ll include it even if we hate it.”15 Likewise, store manager
von Zahn declared, “Any artist who has a self-published book can bring it in and we’ll
distribute it as long as it’s an artists’ book.”16 The focus at each organization was on
acceptance and acquisition of a large, diverse collection.
For a time, Printed Matter and Franklin Furnace considered joining forces. In the
spring of 1976, Wilson suggested that Printed Matter take over the bookstore portion of
Franklin Furnace and that they operate in the same building. Wilson later explained,
“After a while it was really clear to me that this was a terrible drag to run a bookstore and
have individual accounts with artists. Then Printed Matter came into being…I transferred
my stock over to them [in] June of ’76.”17
Divesting itself of the bookstore allowed Franklin Furnace to more clearly define
itself as not-for-profit, facilitating its application for funding from the National
Endowment for the Arts. At the time, Printed Matter had no such concern. Following the
advice of several lawyers, the group decided against pursuing federal funding in order to
avoid potential restrictions on materials they could publish. Von Zahn wrote, “We’ve
decided not-for-profit wouldn’t be right for us. Some of the things we intend to publish
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might create a problem.”18 Lippard stated succinctly, “we didn’t trust the feds not to
censor us.”19
At the same June 14th meeting wherein books were selected for publication, it was
agreed that Printed Matter, which had been operating out of members’ homes, would
relocate to 112 Franklin Street. Von Zahn wrote, “Martha Wilson has handed her
bookstore over to us. We’ll be doing all the distribution, mainly by mail order. She’ll be
putting together an archive of artists’ books, cataloguing them and running a library. 112
Franklin Street, where Franklin Furnace and Printed Matter will be situated, is going to
be a sort of center for artists’ books.”20
Developers encountered difficulty when formulating a plan for dividing the space,
however, and by the end of the summer, the plan had been abandoned. Instead, Printed
Matter rented a space not far away in the Fine Arts Building on Hudson Street, which
became its first official address. At the time, the Fine Arts Building was a center for
artists. It consisted of live-in studios, offices, and exhibition and rehearsal spaces. Rent
prices were low at its location in TriBeCa, which was less established as an artists’
district at the time than the adjacent SoHo neighborhood. Von Zahn stated, “It’s the
cheapest rent and will keep us down here at the source of any activity.”21
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In retrospect, the possibility of collaborating with Franklin Furnace seemed a
small matter. Lippard remarked, “I don’t remember it being anywhere but Hudson Street
once we had our own office. Wilson was thinking along the same lines and we sort of
divvied up the turf with her…There were no hard feelings.”22 Similarly, White stated,
“We were collegial and friendly and supportive of each other as long as we were able to
be clear about what our differences were.”23 As planned, Franklin Furnace focused on
creating a catalogue and archive of artists’ books as well as curating exhibitions for rental
to other institutions. Franklin Furnace also hosted artists’ readings and performances.
Printed Matter continued to pursue its publishing and distribution activities, selling
artists’ books on a consignment basis. Proceeds were split evenly with the artists.
By December of 1976, Printed Matter had prepared its first catalogue containing
approximately 450 titles. Ads designed by Mike Robinson appeared in the September
issues of Artweek and Artnews. Lippard introduced Printed Matter in an article entitled,
“Going Over the Books,” which was published in the October 30th edition of Artweek.
She wrote, “A distribution system for Artists’ Books alone is finally being forged…” She
laid out the objectives as such: “Printed Matter would like to make each list, like our first
one, more or less politically oriented, more or less half books by women, by unknown
artists, and as many as possible by artists outside New York City.” Finally, she
encouraged readers to purchase artists books and urged artists to reach beyond the art
world in order to connect with a new audience. In an oft-quoted version of this article
22
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which appeared in Art in America several months later, Lippard added, “Someday I
would like to see artists’ books ensconced in supermarkets, drugstores, and airports…”24
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Chapter Two

Printed Matter’s reputation grew quickly in its first years of operation. Despite
growing recognition, however, the organization was also faced with several significant
challenges to its mission, including the management of inventory, the inability to break
out of the established art community, and financial woes.
In terms of growth in sales, at least, Printed Matter, Inc. was an immediate
success. After reading “Going Over the Books,” one potential customer responded, “I am
drastically excited…about the stance of Printed Matter and would definitely like to put in
one order for a catalogue of all books published and distributed.”1 She was not alone. In
April 1977, von Zahn wrote to one client, “We have been deluged with orders and
haven’t been able to keep up.”2 Fledgling artists jumped at the chance to have their work
distributed at all, and more established artists welcomed the opportunity to turn over the
distribution of their work to another entity. Artist Marcia Resnick described the
overwhelming piles of “papers, invoices and bills…corrugation, brown wrapping paper,
cord and packing tape,” which prompted her to resign as her own distributor one year
before Printed Matter “picked up where [she] left off.”3
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By the following year, inventory had increased to over 800 titles and ten new
books were arriving each week.1 Printed Matter’s rapidly increasing inventory caught the
attention of both Publisher’s Weekly and Print Collector’s Newsletter, which ran articles
about the store in December of 1977 and March of 1978 respectively, further helping to
spread the word. By December of 1978, Printed Matter was recognized as the “largest
and most comprehensive distributor of artists’ books in the country.”2
Expansion was such that, nearly one year after opening its doors, Printed Matter
had moved from its original space on Hudson Street into a new building on Lispenard,
one block south of Canal. The move was primarily motivated by a rent increase in the
Fine Arts building, however, the new location had two advantages. First, on Lispenard
Street, storage space more than doubled. The 1500 square-foot area was divided into twothirds for mail-order facilities and one-third for the bookshop. Sample copies of books
were displayed on salvaged greeting card racks, loosely arranged by topic, encouraging
visitors to browse. Second, the new location was adjacent to a post office, making
shipping more convenient.
One of the most important features of the new location was its front window,
which, divided into two large panels, looked like an open book. The board took
advantage of this double-page format to display art. Lippard, who directed the windows
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program, explained that “Instead of luring people in to buy, we aimed [installations] out
at passersby.”3
In 1980, Lippard founded PADD, or Printed Art Documentation/Distribution, a
group which archived and promoted the display of public art, such as works intended for
widespread exposure, often with a political message or community-building intent.
PADD regularly held meetings at Printed Matter and, over the years, designed several
window installations of its own.
Under Lippard’s direction, the window art at Printed Matter explored a variety
issues ranging from “the arrival of spring to sterilization to police brutality.”4 Lippard
remarked, “Sometimes they were timed to coincide with a major demonstration or
issue.”5 She described a display she designed in collaboration with Jerry Kearns: “At the
time of the June 12th 1982 huge anti-nuclear march in New York, Jerry Kearns and I did
one of the Dutch image of a woman kicking the bomb out, labeled ‘Kick’ ‘Ass’ in the
two windows.” Lippard also recalled a window display designed by Julia Ault and Andre
Serrano: “a photograph of a nude woman with blood dripping down her leg paired with a
photo of a nude man carrying a skinned animal. Our landlord objected to it and we just
turned it to face into the store with a notice on the outside that this one was hot stuff and
you had to go in to see it.”6 In a 1983 report, employee Nan Becker stated, “The windows
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are warmly received by our neighbors (the phone company and the post office) as well as
our art community. Requests to do these windows are as great as artists making books.”7
In retrospect she added “It was a good promotion, brought people in—very effective in
all ways possible.”8
Despite increases in sales and growing recognition in the field, Printed Matter
faced several challenges in its early years. First, there was the problem of organization.
Lippard admitted to being an “organizational and financial klutz,”9 and later employees
confirmed that business operations were somewhat haphazard. “Many arts organizations
at that time thought it was ‘uncreative’ to use standard practice—like routine filing and
the alphabet…” Becker stated. “Time was short and those more tedious and boring things
tended to slide.”10 Some of the disorganization could be attributed to the nature of the
product, which was prone to go out of print without notice, and to the lack of technology
available at the time for keeping track of orders. Becker stated, “You have to understand
this was pre-computers. Everything was manual—white-out was a new product.”11 In
response to one order, an apologetic letter explained that one of the books in question was
still at the printer, another had just gone out of print, and the price of the third had been
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incorrectly listed such that the customer owed three more dollars. “I’m sorry things have
gotten so complicated,” the letter concluded.12
Second, although sales were steady, Printed Matter struggled to bring art to a
broad and untapped audience and to promote new artists. As early as January of 1977,
Lippard pointed out one obstacle to appealing to new audiences when she wrote that
although the medium itself might be democratic, the content of artists’ books was often
highly esoteric or otherwise irrelevant to all but a small enclave of art enthusiasts. 13 In
addition, those who did purchase artists’ books tended to favor work by familiar names.
One reviewer wrote that, in the face of such a profusion of books, “collectors have
centered on the tried and true for good reason…books by such pros as Vito Acconci, Carl
Andre, Mel Bochner, William Copley, Sol LeWitt, Gordon Matta-Clark, Ed Ruscha,
Michael Snow, Even Sonneman, and Michelle Stuart not only seem more familiar but
better than most on the racks.”14 Effort was made to promote women artists, in particular,
by offering a “feminist package” of books including works by Adrian Piper, Carolee
Schneeman and Martha Wilson. Ultimately, however, Lippard admitted that artists’
books “never did much for anyone’s career.”15 Faced with the fact that Printed Matter’s
clientele consisted largely of libraries and other art institutions, Edit deAk lamented
dispiritingly that Printed Matter’s “pretense of ‘decentralization’ or ‘anti-institutionalism’
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disintegrates; artists’ books perpetuate the same cultural centers and artistic hegemony as
the non-alternatives.’”16
The third major challenge Printed Matter faced was that turning a profit proved
nearly impossible. Even with the growth in sales, von Zahn wrote, the books “involve an
incredible amount of paperwork and bookkeeping not counting all the wrapping and
packing so that they hardly pay for themselves.”17 “At Lispenard, business improved
steadily year and after,” Becker stated, “I would say over half was mail order—perhaps
much more. The volume of new books—the inventory—increased as well. But the
volume of sales, while steady and increasing, never met the costs of running the
business.”18
In the spring of 1978, von Zahn resigned from Printed Matter to pursue other
projects, but remained on the board. She was replaced by Ingrid Sischy, a former editor
of Print Collector’s Newsletter. Under Sischy’s leadership, Printed Matter scaled back its
publishing projects and began to focus exclusively on distribution. This decision was
based on the realization that distribution, far more than publishing, was what the genre
needed in order to flourish. Von Zahn stated that “Publishing, since it is self-generated by
artists, is less crucial than the pressing problem of distribution.” She predicted that
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“Distribution problems are still major for artists’ publications and will remain so for the
next ten years.”19
Initially, the board had intended to meet every six months to decide on new
publishing projects. However, after the first meeting in June of 1976, the amount of
resources required for such an undertaking became apparent. By December of that year,
Printed Matter was no longer accepting submissions for publication and by the next
September, employee Jannah Hill wrote that “we do not have sufficient funds to publish
any more books. We hope to be able to in the future.”20 DeAk might have predicted this
fate when she acknowledged that the publishing commitments taken on by Printed Matter
in its first year were considered “insanely generous and ambitious by other publishers.”21
As it turned out, Printed Matter did publish four more books. Two books by Kathy Acker,
The Adult Life of Toulouse-Lautrec, and The Childlike Life of the Black Tarantula,
embellished autobiographies written from the point of view of Acker’s “dirty-mouth
alter-ego,”22 as well as GAAG, a compendium of the exploits of the Guerilla Art Action
Group, came out the following summer in 1978. Printed Matter’s final publication,
Nancy Holt’s Ransacked, a photo and text combination that describes the manipulation of
an elderly woman, appeared in 1980.
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The decision to halt publishing activity was also partly the result of Printed
Matter’s efforts to seek non-profit status. It had become increasingly clear that Printed
Matter could not sustain itself as a for-profit organization. So, during the summer of
1978, Ingrid Sischy applied for non-profit status with the Internal Revenue Service, as
other alternative spaces had done years before. In the application, Sischy wrote:
Customarily distribution demands a high markup…such a markup would
be an infringement on the basic concept: anti-elitism and accessibility.
Printed Matter has been working with minimum mark up against business
odds. Only grants can make up this difference, which is the difference
between business and service.23
The application process was long and drawn out. Employee Nancy Princenthal
stated that “It all seemed to take forever. The paperwork was endless and daunting, but
then none of the staff (all under thirty), were exactly experienced in that kind of thing.”24
Mimi Wheeler recalled that at one point Sischy took boxes of receipts to Washington DC
to prove that Printed Matter was unprofitable.25 Finally, in a letter dated July 26, 1979,
Printed Matter received a letter from the IRS declaring its determination that they were
“exempt from Federal income tax under section 501(c) (3) of the Internal Revenue
Code.”26
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“I don’t remember much about this.” Lippard remarked, “It was obviously a
necessity if we were going to grow and survive and I doubt if I was particularly
disappointed. The organization became increasingly conventional as it grew, but for the
most part it was fulfilling the hopes we had for it.”27 White stated, “It saved Printed
Matter to gain non-profit status. It made it possible for us to stick to our goals.”28
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CHAPTER 3

Several new members joined the staff of Printed Matter between 1978 and 1980.
In 1978, Ingrid Sischy left Printed Matter and was succeeded by Tony Whitfield, who
served as director until Nancy Linn, a graduate of the Cranbrook Academy of Art, was
hired in 1980. Linn oversaw two employees during her tenure, Nan Becker and Mike
Glier. Glier was hired by Lippard, whom she had met while lecturing at Williams
College. Nan was a graduate of Sarah Lawrence, where she had met both Whitfield and
Sischy.
The Board also underwent several changes in 1980, when Clive Phillpot, director
of the library at the Museum of Modern Art and member of PADD, joined. Also new to
the board was Carol Androccio, a collector, who later married Sol LeWitt.
Nancy Linn brought organization and focus to Printed Matter. During her threeyear directorship, she edited and increased the effectiveness of the mailing list, produced
larger and more descriptive catalogues than before, produced Printed Matter’s first
wholesale listing, continued to procure funding from the NEA and other granting
organizations, and oversaw ventures with Franklin Furnace and Collaborative Projects, an
artists’ group that facilitated joint projects in new media such as film, video and cable
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TV. “When I came to Printed Matter,” she stated, “it was a whole different time. It was
very low-key. There was no cash register. We had a metal box.”1
Perhaps Linn’s most notable accomplishment was the expansion of Printed
Matter’s catalogue. Printed Matter’s first catalogue was published in December of 1976
and contained 450 titles. The second, published in October 1977 included over 800 titles,
and the third, in September 1979, listed over 1500 titles. Linn’s 1981 catalogue provided
bibliographic information and descriptions of over 1600 books and additional audio
works and periodicals, representing nearly 1000 artists. It also featured illustrations from
the books represented. The covers featured color photographs by Don Chiappinelli—on
the front, a portrait of a family with two children, seated at a couch behind a coffee table
painted with the words “Artists’ Books,” and on the back, a local basketball team
crowded onto the same couch. Of producing this catalogue, Becker stated, “It was an
immense task and we did it within one year. It was stunning and it was the first of it’s
kind—the most complete record of artists’ books available…It was a good looking
book.”2 The next full catalogue, which appeared in 1983, included over 2500 books. In
1984, then director Alice Weiner wrote that the Printed Matter catalogue had become “a
definitive source of bibliographic information on book art for scholars, librarians,
historians and artists.”3
In the fall of 1983, Linn also produced a listing of books available for the standard
wholesale discount of 40% off the cover price. Getting stock into commercial bookstores
1
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was an important step in making artists’ books available to a broader public. However,
because so many artists’ books were flimsy, easily damaged, or irregularly sized, many
stores were reluctant to sell them. Furthermore, with Printed Matter’s arrangement of
paying artists 50% of profits, ultimately the store lost money on these transactions after
the cost of labor was taken into account. In order to remedy this situation, beginning in
1978, letters were sent to artists requesting that, in the case of sales to commercial
bookshops, they accept just 30% of the proceeds, with the remaining 30% going to
Printed Matter. “If you feel this arrangement is not to your liking,” the letter added, “you
are under no obligation to concur.”4 When the wholesale listing was completed in 1983, it
included more than eighty books. Sales immediately increased 30%, 100% of which
could be attributed to wholesale orders.
In addition to sales, inventory continued to grow. In 1980, Linn wrote, “this year
the number of titles which were sent to us by artists/publishers has increased at an
astonishing rate.”5 While Linn maintained Printed Matter’s policy of accepting all books
for consignment which were inexpensive works of art available in a large edition, she
began to send back items that had not sold and to more strictly impose the store’s
standards. She explained to one hopeful artist, “The stock in the store has increased to the
point of no return…we have to be very specific about what we take.”6 For submissions
that didn’t make the cut, Linn offered a brief explanation, such as “we only take
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periodicals with original artwork on the page”; “we cannot afford to carry these books”;
“we don’t take poetry”; “we only take books that are conceived of as original works of
art”; “too literary”; and “it isn’t really a book.”7 Still, Becker maintained that, “If it was
in the spirit of Printed Matter we took it.”8
In order to help buyers sort through the growing number of titles Printed Matter
carried, Linn established a program designed to help established artists’ books collections
in libraries. Called HEART, the program consisted of a selection of 200 books chosen by
the staff of Printed Matter. The complete bibliography was available for 1300 dollars,
while select sample packages of ten books each could be purchased for fifty dollars.
Books could also be purchased individually. Printed Matter also began offering a tenmonth subscription series in which, for a fee of 100 dollars, clients received a bookwork
selected by the staff from among the dozens they received. Linn wrote that the program
was tailored to “libraries, museums, and private collectors,” which made up an estimated
twenty-five percent of all business.9 To better target this audience, Clive Phillpot
addressed a letter to fellow librarians in the preface of the HEART catalogue, stating
“When a library acquires a bookwork, it is effectively adding a work of art to its
collection, and at a small expense.”10 Due in part to Phillpot’s efforts, awareness of
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artists’ books among librarians increased. The December 1982 issue of Art
Documentation, the journal of the Art Libraries Society of North America, focused on
artists’ books exclusively. Linn was not at all uneasy with the fact that a significant
portion of sales came from established art institutions. My only concern, she stated, “was
that we couldn’t make money.”11
The 1980s also saw the fruition of a different kind of artists’ book. Several
independent presses had been established in the preceding decade, providing artists with
opportunities to learn how to create their own books. Although these presses were each
generally small, independent and decentralized, they did not all share a commitment to
producing books exclusively for mass-distribution. On the contrary, founded by
individuals with backgrounds in photography, printing, writing, and the craft of
bookmaking, many encouraged the artists who used their facilities to experiment with the
physical nature of the book medium, creating pieces with as much emphasis on form as
content. Often these projects resulted in one-of-a-kind book objects.12
At The Visual Studies Workshop in Rochester, New York, founded in 1972 by
Joan and Nathan Lyons, for example, artists experimented with the both concept and
technique. For example, at a 1979 VSW conference, faculty member and renowned book
artist Keith A. Smith presented a paper which discussed the many ways an artist could
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manipulate the book form, through motif, symbols, space, composition, or use of holes,
transparencies, rotating pages or dials, to create “visual flow.”13 Likewise, Conrad
Gleber, a journeyman printer who established Chicago Books at the School of the Art
Institute in Chicago and moved operations to New York in 1982, stated that his “goal was
to produce original artwork via offset printing.”14 In addition to producing books in a
traditional format, Gleber also created three-dimensional artwork employing offset
printed paper.
Many artists, who by this time, had less interest in dematerialized, conceptual
artwork, were also dissuaded from producing books en masse because of the difficulties
in distribution such work presented. In retrospect, Judith Hoffberg, the editor of
Umbrella, a journal devoted to artists’ books, wrote, “though they’d never made books
before, [artists] found that making one was easier than finding a printer and solving the
problem of getting 1000 copies into the hands of collectors—read ‘customers.’”15 By
1982, Martha Gever, writing for Afterimage, a publication of the VSW, stated that
“Making limited edition, if not unique books has become a legitimate art activity,” while
“a very different sort of book art, the legacy of Ruscha, LeWitt, Kosuth and others, has
become less fashionable.”16 In other words, the legacy of conceptual art, including the
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kinds of artists’ books that could be mass-produced with the intent of reaching a broad
audience, had begun to fall out of favor.
In addition, Printed Matter’s philosophy was challenged by artist and academic
Ulises Carrión. Carrión not only questioned the worth of creating art for mass distribution
but proposed an alternate history and definition of the artists’ book, attributing greater
prominence to concrete poetry, in which form plays an integral role in the meaning of the
text, than Fluxus artists. He wrote, “I don’t see why we have to hear over and over again
the names of Dieter Rot, Edward Ruscha, Andy Warhol, etc.” He also asserted, “Only
naïve artists really believed, and only for a short time, that books’ best weapons were
their ‘lack of pretense’ and their ‘democratic character.’ In the end the artist’s book [has
proven] to be nothing more or less than an art product.”17
Phillpot, who lectured widely, took up Carrión’s challenge by distinguishing
artists’ books, (a term neither he nor Carrión liked) and book objects, which, he claimed
“are closer to the painting and sculpture traditions in that they generally emphasize the
physicality of the book.”18 Phillpot made his preference explicit when he wrote:
It is my contention that multiple bookworks are the most
significant elements in this conjunction of art with books. Books that are
multiplied do not have the preciousness that is inherent in unique books.
They are comparatively inexpensive, and they can be easily given as
presents or exchanged with friends. If they are lost they can be replaced,
17
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since more copies are available. They can be stuck in one’s pocket or in
the glove compartment of a car. They can be used.19
In fact, many artists’ books combined the two approaches, giving greater attention
to form but retaining the ability to be replicated. Although there was a great deal of
overlap, the growing variety in the field created a dichotomy between those who saw the
book as a way to engage with the public, and those who primarily experimented with the
book form as an art object. In a 1982 review of the Bookworks Conference held in
Philadelphia, Ann Markovich stated, “It is ironic that by their very nature artists’ books
were intended to be accessible to a broad public, yet the genre has moved increasingly
toward one-of-a-kind books made to be collected by one person.”20
Though one-of-a-kind books were gaining popularity, mass-distribution remained
a hot topic. At the Philadelphia conference, more than two hundred and fifty participants
attended fifteen sessions ranging in topic from historical overviews, publishing and
freedom, to collecting and archiving. “Distribution…was on the minds of all who
attended,” reported Hoffberg. “It was mentioned time and again throughout the
conference.” Hoffberg quoted artist Paul Zelavansky’s declaration that “It’s not enough
to make pretty things; we must infiltrate with the right words and images.” She also
recounted that Leta Stathacos, coordinator of marketing services for the Albright-Knox
Gallery in Buffalo, gave the artists “‘hell’ for using non-commercial tactics in trying to
further the dissemination of their products.” According to Hoffberg, Stathacos “felt that
19
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indifference to sales was the earmark of some of the artists at the conference and would
not lead to success at all…”21 Phillpot suggested establishing a franchise system whereby
books would be delivered to outlets with a ready-made display system.22 He later
remarked:
Everyone on the Board saw artists’ books as part of the actuality and
legacy of conceptualism and sixties politics. ..None of us saw reason to
question that this was the way forward. I, and I think others, saw one-of-akind books as reactionary, a departure from the ideals we espoused. I don’t
think anyone felt threatened by them, more sadness at their
misguidedness.23
At Printed Matter, Mike Glier helped sustain the tradition and ideals established
by Printed Matter’s founders. In 1981, he and Lippard curated an exhibition of artists’
books at Franklin Furnace (with additional items appearing in the Printed Matter
windows and ‘in the streets’). The show was called “Vigilance: An Exhibition of Artists’
Books Exploring Strategies for Social Concern.” The books were arranged on card tables,
centered around an “emblematic kitschy” object.24 The show also included a reading
room with over 100 books that addressed political issues. Glier, who was a member of
Colab, also assisted in the production of a joint Christmas catalog with Printed Matter in
21
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December of 1982. The art and books featured in the catalog each made social
statements. They included Jenny Holzer’s Inflammatory Posters, which featured her
characteristic vague and disquieting text, a 1983 Datebook by Matthew Geller, complete
with sensational headlines from the New York Post, and Glier’s own set of White Male
Power posters. Glier provided humorous descriptions of each item (“Liven up your
bathroom with satirical drawings of your favorite real life despots!”).25 In his schedule of
events for preparing the catalogue, Glier described some of the other items for sale. He
wrote, “October 1, Friday…Catalog orders begin pouring in from magazine clip out
coupon advertizing. History is made. Fortunes are made…A woman from Minneapolis
gives a tearful testimonial about her Kiki Smith dish towels…Cruise missile socks are
spotted on key military figures.”26 Remarking on the subversive and satirical quality of
the catalog’s gift ideas, a reviewer for the New York Times wrote, “It’s obvious that
Neiman Marcus doesn’t have to worry.”27
Glier was dedicated to promoting art as an instrument of social change and was
disappointed at the difficulty Printed Matter faced in marketing artists’ books to the
general public. He expressed his discouragement when he stated, “I’ve been writing the
P.R. for Printed Matter for three years now and I’m sick of my own propaganda,” he
wrote. “You must have heard my rap about inexpensive art for all. Well, the stuff is
25
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cheap and there’s plenty of it, but Aunt Susie in Ohio ain’t lounging in her cyclomassager with an artists’ book.” He continued, “we’re past the careful nurturing stage
and into do or die competition with mass culture. If Artists’ Books remain a novelty in
the art world they are a failure.”28
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CHAPTER FOUR

In 1983, realizing that what Printed Matter needed was a strong fundraiser, and
admitting that this was not her strong suit, Nancy Linn left the organization. She was
briefly succeeded as director by Nan Becker and then, in the spring of 1984, Becker was
replaced by Alice Weiner. Weiner first gained experience with artists’ books when she
worked with Seth Siegelaub in the late 1960s. Most recently she had been a production
representative for the experimental film company, Moved Pictures NYC, founded by
artist Lawrence Weiner.
Like her predecessors, the greatest challenges Weiner faced were to expand
Printed Matter’s audience and to increase its earnings. Consensus among artists’ book
dealers was that in order to increase sales, they needed better marketing support and more
effective business strategies. Rebecca Lewis, writing for Afterimage, affirmed this
sentiment when she wrote that “producers and distributors are realizing that successful
distribution must be as organized and efficient as any business.”1 Additionally, Jeanette
Ingberman, the director of New York City’s Exit Art, an alternative arts publisher and
exhibition organizer, stated, “The problem is, we all have to start thinking like a business.
We need to break out of the non-profit mentality and think about how to get a return.”2
1
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In 1984, Weiner reported plans for Printed Matter to implement more
sophisticated marketing techniques, including producing a new wholesale catalog,
targeting certain markets for specific artists, hosting publication parties for artists, having
subsequent catalog covers designed by artists in order to increase their collectability, and
hiring a fundraiser to seek foundation support and to conduct a marketing survey
analysis. Lewis pointed out that the adoption of wholesaling techniques by book art
distributors was not without irony, since from its inception, the movement included a
critique of capitalist institutions, and the wholesale process introduced that “capitalist
meany, the middleman.”1 Weiner was undaunted, however. By working through the
system, more artists’ books could be delivered to more people, increasing Printed
Matter’s chances for solvency and providing income for artists. She stated that the
primary goal for Printed Matter was to “increase its earned income.”2
Not all participants in the field were comfortable with the emphasis on making
money in an art context, however. Tension over this issue came to a head at a conference
held at the Photographic Resource Center in Boston from April 19-21, 1985. In a review
of the proceedings, writer David Trend expressed his dismay with the emphasis by
speakers and conferees on how to “locate the artists’ book within the mass market.”
“The PRC conference had a decidedly ‘80s tone,” he wrote, “with a great deal of
discussion about distribution, marketing, and sales…” Trend described one speaker’s
attitude as “astonishingly Reaganesque,” as he encouraged artists’ book makers to “learn
1
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how to sell.” “Don’t get into the book business,” the speaker warned, “unless you are
profoundly committed to selling.” Trend dismissed this “conservative economic
platform,” as a way to justify lower public support for the arts. Clive Phillpot, who
delivered the conference’s keynote address, “The Success and Failure of Books by
Artists,” revealed his growing unease with one-of-a-kind books by blaming them for the
failure of artists’ books to reach large audiences. “The emergence of these ‘fetishized’
book objects,” Phillpot declared, “is akin to the growth of fungi on a tree that is dead or
decaying.”3 Quite opposite of the mood of the majority of conference participants, Trend
rebuked the field for its adherence to the notion that bookworks would ever become
mainstream, asserting that “the simple fact of the matter is that the majority of artists and
grassroots activists will always be marginal.”4
Others in the field joined Trend in accepting that the market for artists’ books,
while still being cultivated, might not ever become as large as what was once envisioned.
In a 1984 article in Small Press magazine, writer Barbara Braun asked the question,
“Who is the audience for artists’ books?” Conrad Gleber, founder of Chicago Books,
replied that the ideal audience would be “anyone who can understand the books,”
suggesting librarians in museums, artists, relatives of artists, and some collectors.5
Indeed, when Clive Phillpot partnered with Jill Medvedow of 9/11, a for-profit artists’
book outlet in Seattle, to produce an exhibition entitled “What are You Waiting For?” in
3
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which displays of artists’ books were placed in public places such as the bus depot and
the YMCA, they found the selection of materials “surprisingly difficult.”6 Printed Matter
had achieved important steps in making as many artists’ books available to as many
people as possible. And yet, as Lippard wrote in 1985, “The real vision with which the
phenomenon gained momentum in the mid-to-late sixties has not been fulfilled.” She
remained enthusiastic about the genre, however, asserting that artists’ books remained
“part of a significant subcurrent beneath the artworld mainstream that threatens to
introduce blood, sweat, and tears to the flow of liquitex, bronze and bubbly.”7
The staff at Printed Matter also grappled with the realization that artists’ books
may always have a limited audience. In a 1985 interview, Ingrid Sischy asserted that “the
idea that the whole thing only works if all books have a mass audience is not true. Each
book finds its own audience, its own life.” Phillpot agreed:
It’s a long project; and we must face the fact that there may always be
only a small audience for these books. We shouldn’t necessarily expect a
mass audience…It’s just as valid to make a book for 10 people as for
everybody. Our aim is to get the book to the readers, however many
people that may be…If there are 10 people, then they will get it; if 10,000,
then they will get it.8
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When asked about future plans for Printed Matter, interviewees mentioned the
need to expand into a larger storefront, and to support themselves through sales rather
than with grant money. They fantasized about the possibility of producing television
commercials or opening Printed Matter franchises across the country. The bottom line,
as Weiner pointed out, was that Printed Matter needed was “broader and slicker
advertising.”9
Weiner’s turn at the directorship of Printed Matter lasted approximately one year.
By the next spring, she was succeeded by Susan Wheeler. Wheeler came to Printed
Matter from the School of the Art Institute of Chicago, where she was the director of the
Office of Public Programs and Information. More than any other director, Wheeler
brought experience in management, program development, marketing and fundraising to
the table. She created an ambitious and concrete agenda for the organization. Her style
was upfront, explicit and assertive. She also relied more on data collection and analysis
than her predecessors. Wheeler officially took office as Director on June 1, 1985.
In a letter introducing herself to the chairman of the National Endowment for the
Arts, Wheeler wrote that her primary goals for Printed Matter included broadening its
base of financial support and engaging in long-range planning. Building on the legacy of
Nancy Linn, Wheeler also set about to organize and streamline business practices. In
August, the second wholesale catalog had been distributed, and by September, Wheeler
reported that she had twenty grant proposals pending with private foundations and
planned to submit fifteen more in the next six months. One of the more notable
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fundraising opportunities that Wheeler helped establish was a library matching program
whereby donors matched the order amounts placed by specific libraries, helping to
expand the libraries’ collections and bolster Printed Matter’s sales. An important
participant in this program was the J.M. Kaplan fund, which contributed $10,000, the
largest ever monetary gift from a private foundation to Printed Matter. Wheeler also
successfully solicited funds from the Cowles Charitable Trust, Chase Manhattan Bank,
Art Matters, and the Mid-Atlantic States Consortium.
Wheeler was also adept at fostering collaboration between Printed Matter and
other artists’ book outlets nationally. In early 1986, she began working with the
Washington Project for the Arts to create a guidebook for those seeking advice on the
handling and distribution of artists’ books and later that year obtained additional funding
from the NEA to establish a technical services program to further assist non-profit
organizations establishing earned-income bookstores. Also under Wheeler’s direction,
Printed Matter obtained a computer and completed the enormous task of entering in all
previous client and sales records. This project was accomplished in the spring of 1986.
Digitization of inventory lists and the creation of new record-keeping systems allowed
customers to place orders for items on back order and made it easier to search for titles of
different types.
Wheeler also sought advice from the Volunteer Consulting Group, an agency that
assists non-profit organizations with board management and organization, as well as
colleagues, artists and clients. As a result of these interactions, she implemented several
significant changes. One of these changes was to restructure the board, which had
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expanded to include artist Richard Prince and publisher Reese Williams. Rather than
operate as one big group, members were be divided into committees assigned to oversee
specific tasks, such as operations, nominating of board members, or window installations.
Each committee had its own chairperson, and many board members served on more than
one committee. Wheeler oversaw regular meetings of the entire board on a quarterly
basis.
Another change included the adoption of a stricter selection policy for the
materials Printed Matter would handle. With stock levels hovering above the 3000 mark,
Wheeler felt it was time to “put some pressure back on the field,” as she stated in the
1986/87 catalogue. “This year we have begun to prune this stock carefully,” she wrote,
“looking at each title with a more critical eye. Our aim is to represent fewer titles
better…to challenge as well as to support book artists.”10Lippard later added, “For years,
we accepted everything that came in, as long as it was not politically offensive. Now,
increased publishing activity as well as limited space, staff, and financial resources have
necessitated limiting Printed Matter’s growth.”11
Wheeler also supported changes to the window displays. She explained, “We
agreed that the present program did not allow passers-by to view the store interior or to
understand that books were for sale therein. Therefore we decided to invite artists to do
six-month ‘format’ installations for display of rotating sets of books, periodicals and
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audio works.”12 From that point forward, installations were to incorporate books for sale
specifically. Proposals would be screened by the windows committee. Artist Louise
Lawler designed the first of the new installations.
Finally, as a cost-cutting measure, under Wheeler’s direction the board also voted
to downsize its catalogues so that they no longer contained a comprehensive list of all
titles available. Although the catalogue had become an important resource in the field,
due to the cost of postage, its bulk had precluded circulating it as widely as the board
would have liked. The newer, less ample volume would be published twice yearly and
circulated in larger numbers. “So please remember that we carry 3000 books, magazines
and audio works,” Lippard urged.13 As a new addition, each catalogue would include a
critical essay by a noted artist or scholar. To kick off the series, the final comprehensive,
documentary catalogue, which also commemorated Printed Matter’s ten year anniversary,
included ten essays on relevant topics in the field and types of artists’ books. Lynda Barry
wrote about funny books, asserting that the “‘new artist/cartoonists’ draw and write in a
way that no simple careerist could dare.” Publisher Reese Williams wrote about artists’
texts, insisting that without these writings, our view of an artist would be incomplete, and
curator and critic Brian Wallis wrote an essay about the politics of representation in
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which he reminded readers that “the artists’ book was, from the start, an essentially
political genre.”14
Each essay was accompanied by a list of books on the respective topic which
could be purchased together as a bundle. As a premium, Wheeler wrote, with the
purchase of any entire package, clients would also receive a hardbound edition of Sol
LeWitt’s Geometric Figures and Colors.
In an opening statement to the Fall 1987 catalogue, Lippard stated that Printed
Matter had become “the largest source of books by artists in the world.” While she
acknowledged that the optimism with which the venture began had been tempered over
the years (the notion of getting artists’ books into supermarkets, she wrote, had “become
a metaphor...rather than a realizable goal”), she also declared that “with twenty new titles
arriving each week, Printed Matter is clearly an idea whose time has still not gone away.”
After outlining the changes that had recently been instituted, including the new
selection policy, computerization of records, expansion of wholesale discounts, and the
continuation of trainings and other outreach services, Lippard concluded, “Enjoy this
installment of the ongoing saga of artists’ books, and do visit the bookstore when you’re
in New York.”15
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CONCLUSION

Printed Matter underwent several changes in its first decade. In 1976, the
organization incorporated as a for-profit publishing collective and distribution agency.
The group focused exclusively on artists’ books, accepted all work sent to them without
subjection to critical scrutiny, and published comprehensive catalogues including all titles
available. Beginning in 1977, Printed Matter’s storefront also acted as a venue for public
art, using valuable space that businesses typically reserved for marketing purposes.
By the end of the decade, successive directors, beginning with Linn, had adopted
a more sophisticated business model. A significant portion of stock was available at
wholesale prices, overabundant supply had necessitated a more judicious selection policy,
and slimmer catalogues highlighted the most noteworthy items in stock. Printed Matter
had also ceased publishing and had obtained federal, state, and corporate funding.
The most significant change at Printed Matter, however, was the expectation for the
future of the medium, and by extension, the possibility of revolutionizing the art world.
Initially, the founders of Printed Matter saw artists’ books as a way to change the public
perception of art. Artists’ books did not require a specialized viewing sanctuary. They
could be handled, owned and carried, and they could communicate ideas—social,
political or otherwise—with immediate relevancy. Artists’ books never achieved
widespread popularity partly because of entrenched attitudes about art, partly because so
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many artists’ books were either too esoteric or too edgy to appeal to a mass
audience, and partly because the wave of desire among artists to produce inexpensive and
repeatable work eventually crested. Within a decade, the goals for Printed Matter had
been adjusted to include keeping artists’ books available to their ready-made audience
and fostering greater appreciation for the medium rather than cultivating a broad public
market.
In other ways, however, after ten years, Printed Matter was remarkably similar to
the original organization. In 1986, Printed Matter was still run exclusively by artists and
art workers. Criteria for determining what an artists’ book was—art in book form,
available in an edition of 100 or more and priced low—remained the same. Printed
Matter was, and is, still dedicated to art that is not precious and continues to provide
valuable resources to artists and scholars. In fact, Printed Matter has made a singularly
important contribution to the field by sponsoring and making available a wealth of
critical literature about the genre, beginning with the essays which first appeared in the
ten-year commemoration catalogue.
In 1989, Printed Matter closed its doors on Lispenard Street and moved south to
Wooster Street where it partnered with the Dia Art Foundation. In 1995, it moved to
Chelsea and in 2001 settled into its current location on 10th street, also in Chelsea. The
current storefront is inconspicuous and the interior is similarly modest. Divided into two
main areas, the front houses stacks of periodicals, recordings, and other items. A narrow
hallway flanked by a rack of books along the left side leads to the rear of the store in
which greater heaps of stacked on tables and on shelves underneath. All items are
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arranged alphabetically by the artists’ last name, although the trail from one letter to the
next is not marked. Printed Matter publications are grouped together, along with some
now vintage brochures from the 1970s as well as catalogues from decades past. The staff
workspace is open to the store interior. While employees attend a counter in the front,
director Max Schuman, and assistant director, Catherine Krudy, are separated only by a
half-wall to store visitors in the back. Artists enter and discuss projects with the staff
unselfconsciously. Lacking glitz or glamour, Printed Matter is decidedly understated.
In many important ways, Printed Matter today is fulfilling and even surpassing
the vision its founders had for it. Technological advances have overcome problems of
limited space and once again allowed for the comprehensive listing of all titles available.
Every book Printed Matter carries or has ever carried, totaling over 15,000 items, is listed
on its website along with a description and image. In fact, since 2003, the website listing
has entirely taken the place of print catalogues; all mail-order business is now conducted
on-line. The selection process continues to be inclusive, and retains the criteria
established in 1976. Finally, Printed Matter has also re-instituted its publishing program,
working with scores of artists to provide a number of editions beyond what the founders
envisioned.
In addition, Printed Matter continues to be a major hub for a variety of activities
related to artists’ publications. Employees present educational programs, organize
exhibitions, and offer consulting services to a wide variety of institutions. The store also
hosts book launches, lectures, performances and readings. Since 2006, Printed Matter
has also hosted the New York Art Book Fair, a three-day event aimed at “re-
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establish(ing) New York City is a global center for artists’ books.”1 The Fair features
workshops, signings and performances and has hosted up to 8000 visitors.
Most importantly, the store carries on its commitment to art as a social influence
by featuring the work of politically minded artists, producing and distributing a series of
pamphlets called “Artists and Activists,” and providing free tables for artists involved in
political causes to represent their work. Artists such as Fierce Pussy, a group of queer
women artists, Critical Art Ensemble, a group of artists who explore the intersections of
art, technology and politics, and Martha Rosler have recently participated in these
programs with Printed Matter.
Printed Matter and other alternative arts organizations of the 1970s set out to
reinvent how art functioned in society. Rather than functioning primarily as a status
symbol, art, they insisted, could and should be a tool for communicating ideas to people,
and often, a way to protest, connect, raise awareness, or instigate change. The best way
to get those ideas across clearly, they decided, was to project them themselves.
“I was born at a particular moment in time when the conditions were right when a
store was able to be realized,” White remarked. “It was a lot of hard work and dedication
of all of the board members. It was one of those things that you really had to believe
in.”2
“It was exciting. It was a good idea and it needed to be done,” Wheeler recalled.3
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“It was a great time when a lot of energy was poured into issue-oriented and
activist art; I was, needless to say, in my element,” Lippard stated.4
“It was a very very fun place to work.” Becker stated, “Meeting the artists, the
customers, the books and art—it was often glorious and one knew important things were
happening and that we were a part of it.”5
Printed Matter may not have subverted the art market, but it has provided a place
for people to experience art in a different way. It may not have completely changed our
understanding of art, but it has allowed for different voices and different messages to be
heard. It has, in effect, made a difference. A statement Ingrid Sischy made twenty-five
years ago still applies: “There are those who are so entirely committed that it goes on the
rest of their lives…the issues of feminism, politics, the peace movement, alternative
spaces in art, and alternative ways of seeing life and the way things look—those that were
genuinely involved in it are still, and that is going on.”6
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Figure 1. Window installation by Jenny Holzer, 1979. Nancy Linn. Courtesy of Printed
Matter, Inc.
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Figure 2. Window installation by Peter Downsborough, 1979. Nancy Linn. Photo
courtesy of Printed Matter, Inc.
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Figure 3. Window installation by Richard Prince, 1980. Nancy Linn. Photo courtesy of
Printed Matter, Inc.
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Figure 4. Window installation by Barbara Ess, 1981. Nancy Linn. Photo courtesy of
Printed Matter, Inc.
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Figure 5. Window installation by Suzanne Lacy, March 1982. Nancy Linn. Photo
courtesy of Printed Matter, Inc.
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Figure 6. Window installation by Barbara Kruger, undated. Nancy Linn. Photo courtesy
of Printed Matter, Inc.
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Figure 7. Window installation by Mimi Smith, 1983. Nancy Linn. Photo courtesy of
Printed Matter, Inc.
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Figure 8. Window installation by Doug Ashford, 1983. Nancy Linn. Photo courtesy of
Printed Matter, Inc.
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Figure 9. Window installation by Anne Turyn, March 1985. Nancy Linn. Photo courtesy
of Printed Matter, Inc.
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Figure 10. Window installation by Rachel Romero, April 1985. Nancy Linn. Photo
courtesy of Printed Matter, Inc.
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Figure 11. Window installation by O. Gude Pounds, July 1986. Nancy Linn. Photo
courtesy of Printed Matter, Inc.
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Figure 12. Front cover of Printed Matter Catalog, 1981.
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Figure 13. Nancy Linn, Nan Becker and Mike Glier in front of Printed Matter, Inc., 1981.
Nancy Linn. Photo courtesy of Printed Matter, Inc.
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